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Does Biden Really Want to End the
Forever Wars?
If he does, he must work with Congress and go well beyond narrowing old
permission slips for conflict.
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“A decade of war is now ending,” proclaimed the American president — eight years ago.
President Barack Obama would soon expand what he had criticized as “a perpetual war,”
the military conflict against Islamist terrorists that began in 2001 in Afghanistan but that
sprawled to the war in Iraq and to many new enemies in many countries.
Now President Biden, too, is holding out the possibility of “ending the forever wars” by
asking Congress to replace the 2001 and 2002 statutes that authorized wars against the 9/11
perpetrators and Iraq with a “narrow and specific framework.” Congress should embrace
his worthy aspiration, but no one should be fooled. The president and Congress will need to
go well beyond merely narrowing Congress’s old permission slips for war. That would leave
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the permanent war footing intact and preserve the president’s now almost limitless powers
to fight anywhere, indefinitely.
To understand the limited significance of this approach to ending the forever wars, you need
look no further than Mr. Biden’s Feb. 25 airstrikes in eastern Syria against the Iran-backed
militias responsible for assaults on U.S. and allied personnel in Iraq. The United States is not
at war with Syria or Iran, and Congress had not authorized the strikes. The president
ordered them nonetheless, based on his independent authority, under Article II of the
Constitution, “to conduct United States foreign relations and as Commander in Chief and
Chief Executive.” Narrowing the 2001 and 2002 laws would leave this presidential power
untouched.
The theory behind the Syria strike is that Article II allows the president, without
congressional approval, to engage in what has been called “light-footprint” warfare —
airstrikes (drone and manned), cruise missiles, cyberattacks and stealthy actions by Special
Operations forces — in contexts that serve “the national interest.” Executive branch lawyers
have interpreted the national interest to cover any conceivable situation in which a
president, in the name of self-defense or a related rationale, would want to strike anywhere
around the globe against even dim terrorist threats to the United States or its allies. They
have gone further still to justify presidential unilateralism to mitigate humanitarian crises,
to support international organizations and to preserve regional stability. And they have
given presidents permission to ignore the constraints of the U.N. Charter.
This practically limitless unilateral military power is also relevant to Mr. Biden’s claim that
he wants to “get out of Afghanistan” — another component of his objective to end these wars.
A May 1 withdrawal deadline is currently subject to yet another “rigorous review” and
would have to be renegotiated for American troops to stay. But if they leave, the president’s
Article II power will permit him, even in the absence of congressional permission, to launch
drone strikes and other targeted uses of force to meet any perceived terrorist threat (or other
threat to the national interest) in Afghanistan.
Such strikes, in Afghanistan and elsewhere, are made possible by a colossal global
infrastructure that undergirds the wars and would also be unaffected by narrowing legal
authorizations for force. There are at least 45,000 U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf region, and
the United States has permanent military bases throughout the Middle East. About 6,000
U.S. military personnel operate across Africa from numerous military outposts.
These numbers do not capture the much lower profile infrastructure operated by the C.I.A.
and Special Operations Command, about which the public catches only occasional glimpses.
For example, the C.I.A. recently expanded its drone program run from Niger, and a C.I.A.
paramilitary operations officer was killed in combat in Somalia in November. Special
Operations forces have been involved in numerous continuous low-level military operations
throughout
Africa,
Afghanistan
and
the
Middle
East,
among
other
places, resulting in many American deaths and untold non-American ones.
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That President Biden is even talking about ending the forever wars is a partial tribute to
former President Donald Trump’s success in further degrading Al Qaeda and in “defeating”
the Islamic State, at least for the moment, and in mainstreaming the goal of terminating these
wars even as Mr. Trump too failed to do so.
But Mr. Biden and Congress face a fundamental choice. Perhaps terrorist threats are so
severe that the president must maintain broad discretion to meet or pre-empt them with
targeted lethal force. But the infrastructure for and operation of the country’s vast military
engagements should not be, as they currently are, obscure to the American people. And the
president should not mislead the American people by claiming that an alteration of the 2001
and 2002 congressional authorizations will have a material impact on the forever wars. If
such wars are to continue, Mr. Biden and Congress should be more open with the American
people about what is done in their name.
Yet perhaps instead we should wind down the forever wars and engage in genuine reform of
presidential war powers. Eight years ago, Mr. Obama explained that “force alone cannot
make us safe.” Even when it kills terrorists, he added, “any U.S. military action in foreign
lands risks creating more enemies.” A war fought “through drones or Special Forces,” he
finished, could also “prove self-defeating, and alter our country in troubling ways.”
If this is right, Congress must do more than withdraw old permission slips and reduce
America’s heavy military presence abroad. It should end its long acquiescence in presidential
arrogation of war power by affirmatively prohibiting unilateral uses of force except in tightly
defined circumstances of actual self-defense. It should automatically cut off funding for
discretionary presidential wars after a short period, absent congressional permission or a
defined emergency. And it should reduce the enormous global military and intelligence
infrastructure that leaves the United States always on the precipice of war even when
presidents opt not to strike.
•

Only such steps, beyond fiddling with the 2001 and 2002 congressional authorizations,
will mark progress toward ending the forever wars.
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